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One night, as Clark Kent, Daily Planet reporter, leaves the movies with Lois Lane...

**The Singers of Fate**

Wasn't Ray Grable divine, Clark? He really--goodness! What's that?

Sounds like gunfire, Lois! (I'd better see what it's all about!)

Take a cab home, Lois! There's someone I want to talk to!

Clark! Come back here! Oh, ohh--that man! I'll bet that shooting scared him! He's afraid he might get hurt!

But Clark Kent is hardly a coward, for seconds later, in a dark hallway, he changes costume to become--Superman!

Too bad I had to leave Lois so abruptly--but gunfire usually means trouble! Maybe Superman can help!

Seconds later...

Too bad we had to plug that cop! But we got the dough!

A robbery! And there go the crooks now! I've got to stop them!

Into the cab of a nearby scoop shovel leaps the Man of Steel...

This is a good way to pick up crooks without having to soil my fingers on them! Now to loosen up the elbow joint on this shovel and take them for a whirl!

Having adjusted the bending mechanism, Superman gives the scoop a terrific shove, and...

That'll get them in the proper frame of mind for the police...oh, oh! What's that?

Groan.
A policeman! He's been shot—and his pulse is very weak! I'd better forget those crooks and get this poor fellow to a hospital fast!

With the injured policeman hovering on the borderline of life and death, Superman speeds through the night on his errand of mercy...

You can't come in here! Oh my gracious! It's Superman!

There's no time to lose, nurse! This man's dying!

Minutes later, outside the operating room...

We operated—successfully! You saved his life, Superman! A few more minutes and he'd have died!

Dr. Stanton! Some men just stole the ambulance and they took Dr. Vaughn along with them!

As the nurse speaks, Superman stares at her, wonderingly...

Those men looked like—like gangsters! If anything happens to Dr. Vaughn, I'll never—(sob)—forgive myself! Never!

That's funny! She seems so familiar... Great Scott! She's Margo Griffiths—Little Margo, I knew her when I was Superman!

As Superman stares at the girl, her face blurs, then fades... and Superman's mind retreats into the past... backward, backward...
...until time stops in a classroom, where the young boy, Clark Kent, listens to a recitation...

...and that's why I want to be a nurse when I grow up!

Very good! You may take your seat, Margo Griffiths! And now Clark Kent will tell the class what he wants to be!

Ever since I can remember, I've wanted to be a newspaper reporter! I hope someday I'll make good at it!

That's a fine ambition, Clark! And now--class is dismissed!

After school that day...

Don't forget you're coming to mother's party tonight, Clark! Frank will be there, too!

I won't forget, Margo! (Of course she asked Frank! She likes him better than any boy in school!)

That night, in the home of the wealthy Griffiths' family...

And now for my big surprise--Brandar!

All of us wish to tear aside the veil of time and peer into the future! Tonight you are fortunate. Indeed, for I have here...

As Brandar speaks, he displays a fantastic jewel, a gem that seems to glow with an eerie flame...

Clark Kent's "fortune" is the first to be told...

...the eye of the idol choc-tuk! With it, the future holds no secrets from Brandar! If there is anyone who wishes to know what fate awaits him, speak! speak! and through the jewel, I will answer!

For you, young man, I predict that some day great fame will be yours! The whole world will know of you!

I wonder what he'd say if he knew that I'm Superboy?
But for Margo Griffiths, the prediction is a dire one . . .

For you, I see --- on her 21st birthday, Margo Griffiths will cease to exist!

Oh no, no!

Come, come, Brandar! These predictions are all for the distant future! How about foretelling something that will happen soon?

Very well! Observe closely this blackboard! Over it, I will pass the eye of Choc-tuk, and then we shall see what happens...

Holding the jewel, Brandar passes his hand slowly over the blackboard --- and writing appears!

Behold! The eye of Choc-tuk speaks!

Suddenly...

Ahhhh! Enough! Brandar will predict no more! I must go!

That blackboard stunt is an old magician's trick! The warmth from his hand brought out the writing on a chemically treated blackboard! It's all an act!

Tomorrow the following shall come to pass:

1. Dr. Jekyll will turn into Mr. Hyde!
2. The first lady of the town will lose her crown!
3. East will meet West at sundown!

But the following day brings news that makes even skeptical Clark Kent take notice . . .

Read all about it! "Mayor steals funds and disappears"!

Golly! And everyone thought the Mayor was honest! Can --- can it be that Brandar's prediction about Dr. Jekyll is coming true?

In a secluded spot, Clark Kent hastily becomes --- Superboy!

Dr. Jekyll was the dual personality in Robert Louis Stevenson's story! Mr. Hyde was the evil side of his nature! Funny --- but I suppose it could apply to Mayor Haskins!
Meanwhile, the modern Dr. Jekyll, Mayor Haskins, is hastily fleeing the town...

I've got to get away... great Scott! The bridge is up and I can't get through! I've got to get that bridge down!

And that second prediction-- about the first lady of the town! That's what they call that new ship, the Queen Felice! And it's due to make port in five minutes! I'd better check!

In frantic haste, the crooked mayor rushes to the bridge tower....

Sorry-- but I've got to let that bridge down! I'll release the switch now!

Golly! The bridge is going to crush the Queen Felice unless I do something about it!

With the switch released, the giant drawbridge swings downward....

Zooming toward the descending bridge, the boy of steel forces the colossal super-structure upward, and...

Whew! Just made it in time! Oh-- oh! My X-ray vision shows me there's a car on the bridge-- and Mayor Haskins is in it!

We're safe! Superboy saved us!
YOU—you've caught me red-handed, Superboy! I suppose it means—jail? (Sob!)

That's right, Haskins! (And then I'm going to see Brandar! If I'd been any later, his second prediction would have come true!)

Minutes later, at the home of Brandar...

I want the whole story of your mysterious jewel, Brandar!

I--I took that jewel from the idol Choc-Tuk, in Badinesia, Superboy! With it, I've made a fortune predicting the future! The jewel never lies! And that's what's driving me crazy!

The worshippers of Choc-Tuk say that he who holds the jewel will meet an untimely death! I never believed it—-but last night, at the party—I had a sudden vision of myself—dead!

I guess no one can help me now!

Maybe I can, Brandar! But it's almost sundown, and I've got to check on your third prediction! Whatever you do—don't leave the house! Wait until I get back!

Meanwhile, in his home, Brandar yields to the horrible fear that pervades his being...

I can't stand it any more! I've got to get away from that accursed jewel if I have to run to the ends of the earth!

"East will meet west at sundown..."

Hmmm... the East-Bound Express and the Westbound Flyer are both due in town at 5:02! And that's when the sun sets today! I've got to get to the railroad!
HEEDLESS OF DANGER, BRANDAR, LITERALLY BLINDED BY FEAR, RACES INTO THE STREET...

I'VE GOT TO GET AWAY! DEATH IS COMING RIGHT AT YOU!

LOOK OUT!

MEANWHILE, SUPERBOY ARRIVES AT THE RAILROAD LINE...

HE RAN RIGHT IN FRONT OF ME! I COULDN'T STOP IN TIME! NO ONE COULD HAVE SAVED HIM!

ULP! BRANDAR WAS RIGHT! THE EASTBOUND EXPRESS AND THE WESTBOUND FLYER ARE HEADING FOR EACH OTHER ON THE SAME TRACK! LOOKS LIKE ONE OF THEM DIDN'T GET SWITCHED OFF ONTO A SIDING!

AND SO, IRONICALLY, BRANDAR MEETS THE FATE THAT THE EYE OF CHOCTUK HAD PREDICTED FOR HIM!

INTO THE NEARBY WOODS SWOOPS SUPERBOY, CUTTING A WIDE SWATH AMONG THE TREES...

BUT EAST WON'T MEET WEST, NO MATTER WHAT BRANDAR PREDICTED!

THERE ARE STILL A FEW SECONDS TO SPARE! I'LL HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO BUILD A NEW RAILROAD SPUR OUT OF THESE TALL TIMBERS!
AND WITHIN SECONDS, THE BOY OF TOMORROW SPEEDS BACK WITH A RAILROAD SPUR WHICH HE HAS SKILLFULLY ERECTED!

THE TRAINS ARE ON THE VIADUCT! GOT TO HURRY NOW!


NOW THEY CAN KEEP ON COMING! BUT I'D BETTER LEND A LITTLE SUPPORT TO THIS HOME-MADE SPUR OF MINE!

AND AS THE EASTBOUND EXPRESS THUNDERS ONTO THE SIDING, SUPERBOY SUPPORTS THE ENTIRE WEIGHT OF THE ONSHRUSHING TONS OF METAL!

IT'S ALL RIGHT NOW! THEY'RE SAFE!

IF IT HADN'T BEEN FOR ME, BRANDAR'S THIRD PREDICTION WOULD HAVE COME TRUE! AND THE EYE OF CHOC-TUK FORETOLD HIS DEATH! I'D BETTER GET BACK TO HIS HOUSE!

BUT BACK AT BRANDAR'S HOUSE, SUPERBOY LEARNS OF THE FORTUNE-TELLER'S TRAGIC ACCIDENT.

POOR BRANDAR! IF HE HADN'T BEEN SO TERRIFIED OF THIS JEWEL, HE WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN KILLED IN THAT ACCIDENT! THIS JEWEL HAS BROUGHT ENOUGH BAD LUCK! I'M GOING TO GET RID OF IT--FOREVER!
OUTSIDE, THE MIRACULOUS TELESCOPIC VISION OF THE BOY OF TOMORROW LOCATES BADINESIA, IN THE FAR EAST....

USING THE FULL DYNAMIC POWER OF HIS TENSED MUSCLES, THE BOY OF STEEL STARTS THE JEWEL OFF ON THE GREATEST PITCH OF ALL TIME....

THERE'S THE IDOL CHOC-TUK! AND THAT'S WHERE THIS JEWEL BELONGS! I'M GOING TO SEE THAT IT GETS BACK THERE!

THERE IT GOES!

THE JEWEL CIRCLES HALF THE GLOBE WITH UNERRING ACCURACY ON ITS 10,000 MILE TRIP....

THUD!

TO LAND DIRECTLY IN ITS TARGET, WELDED THERE FOREVER BY THE TERRIFIC FORCE WITH WHICH IT MAKES CONTACT!

AIEEEE!

IT'S A MIRACLE! THE EYE OF THE IDOL HAS RETURNED!

AND THAT'S THE END OF THE EYE OF CHOC-TUK! I DON'T KNOW IF IT REALLY HAD THE POWER TO LET MEN SEE INTO THE FUTURE-- BUT NO ONE WILL EVER BE ABLE TO USE IT AGAIN!

AND THE NEXT DAY IN SCHOOL....

BRANDAR'S DEAD, MARGO! HIS PREDICTION ABOUT YOU WON'T COME TRUE! SOME DAY, I'LL BE GROWN UP-- AND I'LL SEE THAT NOTHING HAPPENS TO YOU!

I WONDER IF HE CAN? I WONDER?....

AND NOW LET US RETURN TO THE PRESENT, AS TIME STARTS FORWARD AGAIN IN SUPERMAN'S MIND, TRAVELING THROUGH THE YEARS SINCE HIS SCHOOL-DAYS....
WHERE BARELY A MINUTE HAS PASSED SINCE SUPERMAN RECOGNIZED MARGO GRIFFITHS...

I'LL NEVER FORGIVE MYSELF IF ANYTHING'S HAPPENED TO FRANK--- ER, DR. VAUGHN!

BRANDAR'S PREDICTION ABOUT ME CAME TRUE--- THE WHOLE WORLD DOES KNOW ABOUT ME!

THERE'S ONLY ONE PREDICTION LEFT UNFULFILLED--- THE ONE ABOUT MARGO'S CEASING TO EXIST! AND SHE MUST BE ALMOST 21 YEARS OLD! I'LL BET SHE'S PLenty WORRIED ABOUT IT, TOO!

SUPERMAN! WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

DON'T WORRY! I'LL FIND THAT AMBULANCE --- AND DR. VAUGHN! AND SINCE MISS GRIFFITHS IS SO WORRIED, SHE MAY AS WELL COME ALONG WITH ME!

HIGH INTO THE AIR ZOOMS SUPERMAN, WHERE HIS SUPER-HEARING PICKS UP ALL THE CITY SOUNDS OF SIRENS AND ALARMS...

SIT TIGHT, MISS GRIFFITHS! THERE ARE THREE SIRENS GOING --- AND I'LL HAVE TO CHECK ON ALL OF THEM IF I'M TO FIND THAT STOLEN AMBULANCE!

WHEEEEEEE!

CLANG CLANG!

WHEEEEEEE!

WHZZZZZZZZ!

WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHT, THE MAN OF TOMORROW HURTTLES TOWARD EACH SPOT FROM WHICH A SIREN HAS SHRILLED....

IT'S NOT THIS ONE....

.... OR THIS ONE EITHER!

IS THIS WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR, MISS GRIFFITHS?

THAT'S IT! THERE'S FRANK INSIDE!
WHERE NOW, SUPERMAN? TO THE POLICE STATION! THOSE GANGSTERS HAVE A WOUNDED PAL INSIDE! THAT'S WHY THEY STOLE THE AMBULANCE--BUT HE'LL BE TAKEN CARE OF IN THE PRISON HOSPITAL!

LATER...

FORGET ABOUT BRANDAR AND MARRY ME, MARGO! HIS DIRE PREDICTION ABOUT YOUR 21ST BIRTHDAY WON'T COME TRUE!

Y-YES, SUPERMAN!

A QUICK TRIP TO THE NEIGHBORING TOWN, AND...

...AND I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU--MAN AND WIFE!

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT "THE FINISH OF MARGO GRIFFITHS" ANY MORE! YOU'RE MARGO VAUGHN NOW! BUT YOU NEVER SHOULD HAVE WORRIED ABOUT BRANDAR'S PREDICTION!

ACTUALLY, NO ONE CAN FORETELL THE FUTURE! BUT MOST "FORTUNE TELLERS" USE SUCH GENERAL TERMS IN PREDICTING THE FUTURE, SUPERSTITIOUS PEOPLE CAN READ ANY MEANING INTO THEM!

WHY, THAT'S RIGHT, SUPERMAN! I--I NEVER REALIZED IT BEFORE!

WHAT I COULDN'T TELL THEM WAS THAT BRANDAR WAS AN UNUSUAL TYPE! HE BELIEVED HE COULD SEE INTO THE FUTURE--AND IT WAS, HIS SUPERSTITIOUS FEAR THAT DROVE HIM TO HIS OWN DEATH!

AND THE NEXT MORNING, IN THE DAILY PLANET OFFICE...

...AND I'LL NEVER GO TO THE MOVIES WITH YOU AGAIN, CLARK KENT! LEAVING ME ON THE STREET LIKE THAT! WHY, I...

I'M A BETTER FORTUNE TELLER THAN BRANDAR EVER WAS! AT LEAST, I CAN ALWAYS TELL WHEN LOIS IS GOING TO BAWL ME OUT!

THE END.
Bazooka
THE ATOM BUBBLE BOY
in
"HIGH AS A KITE"

GEE, THAT PIGEON MADE A HOLE IN MY KITE, AND THERE'S NO TIME TO FIX IT... ONLY 30 SECONDS LEFT...

BUT IT'S STILL FLYING!

I'VE GOT SOME TAPE. I'LL FLY UP ON A BAZOOKA BUBBLE AND FIX IT.

SURE, THERE'S ONE IN EVERY PACKAGE OF BAZOOKA!

AND 6 BIG CHEWS FOR 5¢ TOO!

DON'T TELL PATSY!

IT'S FIXED! AKOOOBA AND DOWN I GO!

LOOK, PATSY'S KITE IS HIGHER THAN BILLY'S. PATSY WINS?

WHAT A BUBBLE BOY!

WHAT A BUBBLE GUM!

COMICS IN EVERY PACK AND SWELL PRIZES FOR WRAPPERS TOO!

1800 COLLEGES TO CHOOSE FROM! PUT 'EM ON YOUR WALL! Send name and address and name of college banner you want. Enclose a Bazooka wrapper and 10¢ (additional wrapper and dime for each additional banner). You'll receive your beautiful 5" x 15" felt banner in the college colors with official insignia. Write to: BAZOOKA, Box No. 21, Madison Square Station, New York 10, N. Y.

ARMY
NAVY
NUIRE DAME
MICHIGAN
HARVARD
STANFORD
ROCKET PLANE

A FLAT PIECE OF WOOD, SEVERAL PIECES OF CARDBOARD, A PAPER CLIP AND RUBBER BANDS MAKE THIS EASY-TO-BUILD ROCKET PLANE.

1. Bend paper clip and break off as shown. See A in plan.
2. Take a stick ten (10) inches long, about one-quarter (¼) inch in diameter, and flat on top.
3. Cut cardboard wings B ten (10) inches long and two (2) inches wide. Use heavy cardboard. Cut cardboard stabilizer, five (5) inches long and two (2) inches wide.
4. Put paper clip on front end of stick. Tie on tightly as shown C.
5. Put on wing and stabilizer, using rubber band as shown at D and E. Adjust.
6. Take a small stick, attach a rubber band to one end. Hook end of paper clip in loop of band as shown at F. Pull back on plane and you have a perfect rocket launcher.

A TELEPHONE

TAKE TWO CANS, OPENED NEATLY AT ONE END, AND A LONG STRING. PUNCH SMALL HOLE THROUGH BOTTOM OF EACH CAN. INSERT STRING INTO EACH CAN. TIE A LARGE KNOT IN EACH END OF THE STRING SO IT WILL NOT SLIP THROUGH THE HOLE. YOUR TELEPHONE IS NOW READY TO WORK. KEEP THE STRING TAUT AND MAKE SURE IT DOES NOT TOUCH ANYTHING. TALK INTO ONE CAN WHILE THE OTHER PERSON PLACES THE OTHER CAN TO HIS EAR AND LISTENS.
H'LO, LITTLE GIRL! WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

MY NAME IS LOTTIE—I'M WALKING HOME—I LIVE WITH MY SISTER!

THAT'S MY SISTER—THE MOVIE ACTRESS!

YOUR SISTER?

YES! SHE'S AWFULLY PRETTY, ISN'T SHE?

YOU'RE A NICE MAN TO WALK ME HOME. WHY DON'T YOU HAVE DINNER WITH US TONIGHT? SIS IS A SWELL COOK!

CAROL TURNER

TODAY
DINNER FINE!

HERE'S WHERE I LIVE! REMEMBER, WE EAT AT SIX -- 'BYE!

AND SO...

MMM... I USED MOM'S BUBBLE BATH TO SMELL SWEET!

NO ONE WILL BELIEVE THAT I'M HAVING DINNER WITH CAROL TURNER, THE MOVIE STAR!

H'LO, LOTTIE, IS YOUR SISTER CAROL EXPECTING ME?

OH, SHE'S NOT HERE!

SHE LIVES OUT IN HOLLYWOOD. I STAY WITH MY OTHER SISTER, OLIVIA!

THE END
Some of Clark Kent's schoolmates think it great fun to smash up other people's property, and Clark Kent can't do anything about it! But Superboy can! Not only does the Boy of Steel decide to give the young offenders an unforgettable lesson against vandalism, but real-life criminal wreckers crash in to make it an even more terrifying adventure for...

"The Boy Vandals!"
In a Metropolis school lab, the crash of shattered glass tells of youthful vandals having what they call "fun!"

A bulls-eye! Say, I ought to belong to that smash-and-grab thieves' band you read about!

Aw, we've had enough fun here—let's try one of the classrooms!

This ink will make something new—black chalk!

Wow! I can shoot out the lights like in western movies!

Why don't you stop that? People have to work hard to pay for this school equipment for us!

Aw, Clark Kent's a sissy!

Come on, we can have just as much fun outside!

Their idea of vandalism— I'd better follow them.

Minutes later...

Let's see what happens when I release the brakes on a couple of these cars!

Hey! They're going to hit that red truck! Let's get out of here!

As the runaway machines thunder downhill...

That's a nitroglycerine truck! I'd better switch to Superboy—and fast!
Super-speed and super-strength to the rescue!

The other runaway car is going to hit those pedestrians! But if I let this one go, it will still roll down hill into the nitro-truck!

But not if I turn it upside down---that will hold it!

Whew! A double-play with runaway cars is no cinch!

Okay, we're safe! Superboy butted in and took care of that!

We'll all drive up to camp in my jalopy tonight! And will we have a swell time on our vacation!

That night, north of Metropolis...

There they go, on their way to camp! Now to steer them into a different kind of vacation!

Lucky I heard that with my super-hearing! A "swell time" to them will mean wrecking the place!
Speeding ahead to an island close off shore---

That's the place---East Island, which has that condemned, deserted town on it!

The town looks all right, but it's as shaky as a cardboard city! But they won't know that!

Do not enter this town! Earthquake have made it

Soon...

Turn right here! See the warning!

Sure I see it! Think I'm blind?

Do not enter this town! Earthquake shocks have made it unsafe!

First, to replace this warning so no other motorist turns wrongly! Then I'll see how my vandalistic friends like that town!

This town's deserted---everybody must be away at a night ball-game or something!

Say, what a chance to smash things up while they're all gone!

These windows are mine to smash---you find your own!

There's enough here for all! Boy, will we wreck this place!
YIPE!
The whole building is caving in!

IT'LL FALL RIGHT ON US!

But the Boy of Steel, secretly on watch——

They can't see me at super-speed, and this will make the falling building clear them!

Moments later...

Gee, I brought that whole building down——and almost on our heads!

Aw; it must have been an old wreck! I'm going to have some more fun!

I'll use this axe to cut my initials in the base of this statue!

Maybe I could get this street-car started!

A few hammer-blows, and——

Thank goodness it fell over me and not on me!

I got this street-car started!

The whole statue's coming down on me!
But, unknown to Superboy and vandals alike, this town isn't completely deserted! From hiding watch----

This was a good hideout between raids, till those kids started messing around!

If we lie low, they'll soon go away!

The track was loose, and now the car is running wild!

This car's going off the track!

The whole city's coming down around our ears! Run!

I'll see that nothing falls on them!

The runaway street-car leaves a path of destruction in the rickety city!

But the collapse of the city brings criminal rats out of their holes!

We can't stay in there no longer!

Yipe! They're criminals who were hiding out here!

Yes, and you brats have ruined a perfect hideout!

It---it's the smash-and-grab bandits we read about!
NO, WE CAN USE THESE BRATS! WE'LL TAKE THEM ALONG WITH US AS HOSTAGES ON OUR RAID ON COASTVILLE TONIGHT!

IF I CHARGE DOWN, ONE OF THEM MIGHT GET SHOT! I'LL HAVE TO FIGURE SOME OTHER WAY!

WE OUGHT TO BEAT THESE BRATS TO A PULP!

THIS WILL STOP THEM, AND WHEN THE THUGS GET OUT TO INVESTIGATE, I'LL HAVE MY CHANCE!

IF THOSE CROOKS ARE LEAVING, I'LL HAVE A TRAP READY TO CATCH THEM WITHOUT HARMING THE YOUNG VANDALS!

BUT AS TIME PASSES AND NO ONE COMES----

THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN HERE BY NOW! I'D BETTER INVESTIGATE!

THEY HAD A SPEEDBOAT HERE, AND THAT'S THE WAY THEY LEFT WITH THEIR PRISONERS!
MEANWHILE, THE SMASH-AND-GRAB BANDITS—

THIS IS THE ARMY SURPLUS DEPOT! THERE'S ONLY A FEW WATCHMEN WE CAN SOON OVERPOWER!

AND THEN WE'LL GIVE COASTVILLE A SURPRISE!

They talked about a raid on Coastville! I've got to catch up to them!

There are the tanks we need! You brats get into them with us!

Wha—what are you going to do?

We're going to show you brats some real smashing!

Yeah, you kids are just amateurs!

The peaceful morning is suddenly shattered!

Look out—-it's the smash-and-grab bandits!

And they've got tanks now!
I'll need some equipment to handle those crooks' tanks without endangering their prisoners.

Now I'll bust open the bank-vault!

The bandits are already at work here!

Sure, borrow anything here if it'll help you nab those crooks who slugged me!

I'll only need that locomotive, a dynamo from the power-house, and a few miles of wire!

This dynamo will give the current I need when it's hooked up! Now for the windings---

A few seconds to wind these miles of wire, and then---
---I've got the biggest electro-magnet ever made, and one that can go places!

Superboy drives his magnet-locomotive into Coastville!

Lucky this railroad runs right through the town! Ah, there are my vandals!

What's happened? We're flying!

It's that locomotive—it's a magnet drawing our steel tanks!

moments later...

Lucky my own clothes have non-magnetic metal buckles, or I'd be pinned down like them!

Superboy, save us from these crooks! They're the smash-and-grab bandits!

After police have corralled helpless thugs---

But I thought you three liked to smash things up?

Never again! I've had enough of that for life!

Me too! I'm going to take Clark Kent's advice---even if Clark is a sissy!

for more super thrills, read superboy in adventure comics!
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Extra! Beverly meets Alan Ladd

A BRAND NEW TYPE OF COMIC PUBLICATION
Starring Beverly Hills and ALAN LADD Paramount Star
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ALAN LADD soon to appear in "Whispering Smith" A PARAMOUNT TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION
Daffy & Doodle

Golly, I didn't catch a single fish today, but I can't go home empty-handed!

Fish

Listen, I want to buy some fish, but I want you to throw them at me!

Sure, sure! The customer is always right!

...three, four...

...five, six!

Now, when Doodle asks me, I can truthfully say that I caught six fish today!

The End
"BAAAHhh!" The majestic ocean liner spoke with a deep bass voice. The single short blast meant: "I am directing my course to starboard," which is the nautical way of saying "to the right." Had there been two short blasts, it would have meant that the big queen of the sea was going to bear toward the port, or left. Or still again, three blasts would have meant: "My engines are going full speed astern," which is a ship's way of coming to a stop or "putting on the brakes."

Jack Benson, mate of the fishing trawler Spray King, was at the wheel of his little diesel-engined vessel and he answered the big liner with a short grunting blast on the air-whistle, which the fishing boat used for regulation signals. Jack, being an old sailor, knew the language of the sea, and his answer meant that he, too, was bearing to the right.

The "roads" of the sea are not the concrete or macadam roads of land. Their width is as wide as the waterway, even if it be the ocean, so vessels need not keep to the right like auto traffic. Sometimes they pass to the right, sometimes to the left—"starboard to starboard" or "port to port." That depends on the ship's course and other conditions governed by what seamen know as "The Rules of the Road." These rules are enforced internationally, and there are severe penalties for their violation.

From Jack's position at the wheel, he could see the big liner a few short miles up the "road." There was plenty of clearance between them, and to a landlubber such signals might not have seemed necessary. However, rules are rules, especially when they happen to be "The Rules of the Road," and lives constantly depend upon their strict enforcement.

The early evening sky was clear as the trawler ploughed along the wide river mouth toward her home berth. A long fishing trip was over and Jack whistled to himself as he thought of the liberty that awaited him in a few short hours.

Then suddenly the sky began to darken. A storm was coming up. A light patch of fog which hung over the land began to spread and thicken, until in a few short moments Jack had completely lost sight of the big liner, which was coming toward him on her way out to sea.

It is a weird feeling to be at the wheel of a ship with no visibility ahead. The natural impulse is to bring the craft to a stop. Jack struggled with this impulse, knowing that it was not good seamanship to disregard the last set of signals which had been exchanged between him and the big liner. True, he could give a new signal to the liner, but now in the heavy fog the air was filled with the voices of many vessels, and his signal might be covered by one of the others and lost.

In the far distance he heard the wheeze of a hand-operated foghorn, probably on the deck of one of the few sailing vessels that still ply the seas. Somewhere far off, two tugs "spoke" to each other. The air was filled with a symphony of sounds, the sounds of ships speaking the language of the sea.

Jack peered into the fog, alert for the light signals with which ships also speak. Each must carry a masthead light of white, not less than twenty feet above the hull, in addition to a green light on the starboard side and a red light on the port. This arrangement is the only means by which a navigator in darkness or fog can tell whether a sighted ship is going away from or heading toward him. In addition, there are spe-
fateful morning in 1914. The *Storstad*, a collier from Norway, assumed that the *Empress* was sticking to her course, and that they had passed and cleared each other in the fog. Thus it was, when she changed her own course from starboard to port, she found the *Empress* dead in her tracks. By then it was too late to avoid the worst ship collision in history."

The Captain might have added that while full responsibility for this famous disaster was never fixed to every one’s satisfaction, the Canadian Minister of Justice, who sat at the inquiry, did point out that "excess of caution" on the part of the *Empress* was one of the causes of the tragedy. In his words: "Certainly the accident could not have happened if the *Empress of Ireland* had not taken this extraordinary course of reversing and stopping almost in the track of the approaching *Storstad*." "You know, mate," the Captain went on, "as long as men sail the seas, there will always be new inventions and gadgets to make navigation safer. In my own time, I have seen the coming of radio and direction-finders, radar, which can feel its way through darkness and fog, sounding devices that tell you of hidden rocks and shoals or even submerged wreckage. However, no gadget will ever replace common sense in seamanship. And that’s all ‘The Rules of the Road’ are—good sound common sense. Whenever in doubt put your faith in them!"

The fog was lifting rapidly now, and Jack could see ahead of him. The way was clear along the river mouth and he gave a sigh of relief. Obviously his trawler and the big ocean liner had passed each other safely. "Now just take a look at that!" the captain suddenly exclaimed.

Less than a mile away, as she neared her ocean lane, the big liner had shifted to the course that would take her far out into the sea. She was just about where the little trawler would have been had she stopped in her tracks! "Now you can see what might have happened—" the Captain added.

"Yes," said Jack grimly, and he realized that, though blinded by fog, the two vessels had been safely guided by a beacon that penetrated the densest darkness—the time-honored "Rules of the Road."

—Cliff Rhodes
SAGEBRUSH SAM

WHAT'S ALL THE SHOOTING ABOUT?
HOWDY, STRANGER - CHARLIE AND I WANT TO STAKE UP. NEED ANY HELP?

WELL, I GUESS WE CAN USE YOU. CAN YOU DRIVE A JEEP?

BAR-M DUDE RANCH

PARNER, IN THIRTY YEARS OF RIDIN', I AIN'T BEEN THROWN FROM ANYTHING!

FINE! RUN THE JEEP INTO TOWN AND PICK UP A PACKAGE FOR US AT THE DEPOT!
C'MON, CHARLIE - WE'LL BREAK THE CRITTER IN!

HEYY!

SUFFERIN' CACTUS!
I AIN'T EVER BEEN ON A BRONC LIKE THIS!

BAR M

CHARLIE, MAN AN' BOY I'VE BEEN HITTIN' THE SADDLE! LOOKS LIKE I'M NOT CUT OUT FER THESE NEW DURN INVENTIONS!

YEOW

LATER

THE END
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RONALD LATOURRE: I CAN'T STAND HIM!
OKAY, YOU WIN—ONE AND A HALF, PLEASE.
THIS POST IS FINE! AT LEAST I DON'T HAVE TO SEE HIM!

C'MON, TIZZY, I'LL TAKE YOU TO THE MOVIES!

WAAAA! I WANNA GO IN HERE!
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All the world knows the sensational prowess of Superboy! No boy on Earth can match the boy of tomorrow's fantastic speed. Everyone knows that Superboy is the strongest boy on earth. But wait a minute—is he? That is the question that arises when a newcomer arrives in Metropolis challenging Superboy and all his powers in the most thrilling contest of all time, a contest that begins when...

Superboy meets Mighty Boy!

TONITE
Mighty Boy vs Superboy
IN THE TOWN OF KLINKERS CORNERS (POPULATION 241), THE ANNUAL FAIR IS BEING HELD.

STEP RIGHT UP, OLDS, AND TRY YOUR LUCK. HOW ABOUT YOU, SON? HIT THE BELL AND WIN A PRIZE.

RELIANTLY, THE SKY YOUNG FARM LAD SWINGS THE HAMMER. THEN...

YAHOO! THAT'S M'BOY! HE BUSTED THE WHOLE BURNED CONTRAPTION!

BONG! THAT WAS SOME WALLOP, YOUNG FELLER. YOU'RE JUST THE BOY I'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR.

SHUCKS, REUBEN! YOU'RE STRONGER'N A YOUNG BULL! WHYN'T YOU HAVE A POKE AT IT?

I'M JAY V. ATKINS, THE PROMOTER, AND I'M PREPARED TO TAKE A BOY LIKE YOU AND MAKE HIM THE STRONGEST BOY IN THE WORLD!

Huh? Why, that ain't possible, mister! Superboy's the strongest boy in the world!

I'M READY TO SIGN YOU UP AT $50 A WEEK.

THE FARM AIN'T BEEN PAYIN' LATELY, SON! I THINK MEBBE YOU SHOULD ACCEPT MR. ATKINS' KIND OFFER?

A LITTLE LATER...

AH, MR. ATKINS, SO THIS IS THE YOUNG MAN I'M TO USE FOR MY AH-EXPERIMENT!

THE PROFESSOR CLAIMS THIS MACHINE EXPANDS THE BODY CELLS AND MULTIPLIES THEIR POWER THOUSANDS OF TIMES! STEP IN, REUBEN.

THEY'LL KEEP HIM IN THERE FIVE MINUTES! THEN, WHEN HE STEPS OUT, WE'LL SEE IF HE CAN CRACK THIS MARBLE SLAB!
Five minutes later, Reuben steps out of the cabinet, raises his fist over the marble slab, and...

Why—why—I smashed it to bits.

Congratulations, Professor! It worked. That boy's so strong now, he's going to have to watch himself.

It just don't seem possible.

Nonsense, my boy. You just don't know your own strength. Stick with me—and I'll see that the whole world hears about you.

A few weeks later, as the crack Red Arrow express thunders along at 80 miles an hour...

Directly in its path, a bound figure cries piteously for help!

Help! Help!

As certain death pounds its way toward the helpless girl, a familiar figure emerges and hurl[s] himself in front of the oncoming locomotive! Who can it be—

But it is not Superboy who stops the speeding train.

...Mighty boy! That's him in action! Play it up big, boys! Don't forget—he's the strongest boy in the world!
YOU SAY HE'S THE STRONGEST BOY IN THE WORLD, MR. ATKINS? AREN'T YOU FORGETTING SUPERBOY?

NO SIRREE! I'M NOT FORGETTING SUPERBOY. I STILL SAY—MIGHTY BOY IS THE WORLD'S STRONGEST BOY.

WHAT'S MORE, I'M READY TO PROVE IT! MIGHTY BOY IS GOING TO APPEAR WITH MY CIRCUS ALL WEEK! AND WE'RE GOING TO CHALLENGE SUPERBOY IN A CONTEST OF STRENGTH—UNLESS SUPERBOY'S SCARED!

AT BREAKFAST THE NEXT MORNING, YOUNG CLARK KENT READS THE SENSATIONAL NEWS ITEM...

GOLLY! THIS SOUNDS LIKE A PHONEY PUBLICITY STUNT!

I THINK I'M GOING TO ACCEPT THAT CHALLENGE!

IN THE PRIVACY OF HIS ROOM, CLARK KENT DOFFS HIS CLOTHES TO BECOME THE BOY OF TOMORROW—SUPERBOY!

MINUTES LATER, AT THE MAMMOTH CIRCUS...

MIGHTY BOY—STRONGEST BOY IN PERSON—THE WORLD'S STRONGEST BOY, AND HE'S PREPARED TO PROVE IT! BUT IT LOOKS LIKE SUPERBOY IS AFRAID TO ENTER THIS CONTEST.

HERE HE IS, FOLKS, MIGHTY BOY—IN PERSON, THE WORLD'S STRONGEST BOY, AND HE'S PREPARED TO PROVE IT! BUT IT LOOKS LIKE SUPERBOY IS AFRAID TO ENTER THIS CONTEST.

SOMEBODY PAGING ME?
SO YOU SHOWED UP, SUPERBOY? THEN LET'S START THE CONTEST. THE FIRST EVENT IS WEIGHT-LIFTING.

HMM... THOSE ELEPHANTS ARE THE SPECIES ELEPHAS MAXIMUS! EACH WEIGHS ABOUT FOUR TONS. SIX ELEPHANTS WOULD BE 48,000 POUNDS. SUPPOSE I START WITH THEM?

UP YOU GO.

WOW! SIX OF THEM, MIGHTY BOY WILL NEVER BEAT THAT!

YOU SAW WHAT SUPERBOY DID, MIGHTY BOY? ARE YOU READY FOR YOUR STUNT?

YES, BUT FIRST BRING SIX MORE ELEPHANTS INTO THE ARENA.

TWELVE ELEPHANTS, SURELY, MIGHTY BOY DOESN'T HOPE TO LIFT THEM?

ALL RIGHT, I'M READY.

AND AT A SIGNAL FROM THE CIRCUS OWNER, MIGHTY BOY RAISES THE ENTIRE PLATFORM WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE!

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT--BUT IT'S TRUE. HE'S LIFTING THAT TERRIBLE WEIGHT ALL BY HIMSELF.

HE DID IT! HE LIFTED TWICE AS MUCH AS SUPERBOY DID!
HE BEAT YOU IN THE FIRST EVENT, SUPERBOY! NOW FOR THE NEXT TEST—TO SEE WHO CAN PUSH THAT CLOWN TO THE GROUND.

THAT SHOULD BE EASY!

THERE IT GOES, NOTHING TO IT!

DON'T BE TOO SURE, SUPERBOY!

YOU DIDN'T MAKE IT, SUPERBOY! HE'S SPRUNG BACK UP, NOW IT'S MIGHTY BOY'S TURN.

MIGHTY BOY STRAINS AGAINST THE MASSIVE FIGURE AND...

THAT'S THE WAY YOU SHOULD HAVE DONE IT, SUPERBOY. YOU'RE BEATEN AGAIN.

HMM... THERE'S SOMETHING QUEER ABOUT THIS.

FOR THE NEXT FEAT OF STRENGTH—WE'LL SEE WHICH ONE OF YOU CAN KICK A FOOTBALL HIGHER, READY, SUPERBOY.

YES, SIR.

THE BOY OF TOMORROW KICKS OFF, SENDING THE FOOTBALL SKYWARD AT EYE-DEFYING SPEED.

THERE IT GOES!

WHHEW. IT'S TRAVELING OUT OF SIGHT, EVEN MIGHTY BOY CAN'T MATCH THAT.
**UP, UP SOARS THE SPEEDING FOOTBALL, HIGHER AND HIGHER, UNTIL IT REACHES THE STRATOSPHERE!**

**SECONDS LATER...**

Here it is! It traveled into the stratosphere where the below-zero temperature coated it with ice.

I've got to admit that was quite a kick, Superboy. But now it's mighty boy's turn.

**THERE IT GOES! AND WHERE IT STOPS, NOBODY KNOWS.**

Whew! What a kick! It's going clear out of sight.

Seconds go by—And then minutes... and still no sign of the ball's return.

What do you think of that? It looks like it won't be coming down.

That's funny! I'd better use my telescopic vision and check up.

**SUPERBOY'S TELESCOPIC VISION REVEALS AN UNUSUAL PHENOMENON INDEED.**

I'll concede victory to mighty boy! That ball isn't going to return to earth.

All right! That leaves just one final event. If you fail in this one, Superboy, there'll be no doubt left that mighty boy is the strongest boy in the world.

Great Scott! The ball's traveling in outer space. Mighty boy kicked it right out of the earth's surface!
THE CROWD FOLLOWS THE CIRCUS OWNER TO A HILTON WHERE...

THERE THEY ARE—A LOCOMOTIVE ABOARD EACH BARGE. WE'LL SEE WHICH ONE YOU CAN PULL HIS BARGE THE FASTEST; THE FIRST TO REACH THAT BOAT-HOUSE WINS THE RACE!

SUPERBOY TAKES HIS POST ON ONE SHORE, MIGHTY BOY ON THE OTHER...

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND IT! THIS WHOLE CONTEST SEEMS PECULIAR SOMEHOW. I WISH I KNEW... OH, OH! THERE GOES THE STARTING GUN!

THE FANTASTIC BARGE RACE IS ON...

HA! HA! SUPERBOY'S GOING TO WIN THIS RACE!

THE CURRENT'S AGAINST US. BUT I DON'T HAVE TO WORRY. MIGHTY BOY HASN'T BUDGED AN INCH YET. I CAN TAKE MY TIME.

BUT AS SUPERBOY LEISURELY NEARS THE FINISH LINE, MIGHTY BOY PUTS ON A MIRACULOUS BURST OF SPEED, AND...

HUUH? ULP! IT'S MIGHTY BOY, AND HE'S JUST NOSED ME OUT OF THE RACE.

YOU WON, MIGHTY BOY! CONGRATULATIONS!

THANKS, SUPERBOY.

GOSH! I SURE FEEL SORRY FOR HIM. SUPERBOY'S BEEN MY HERO ALL MY LIFE. GOSH!
AND AS WORD OF MIGHTY BOY'S SUDDEN FAME IS BROADCAST TO THE NATION...

MIGHTY BOY DOESN'T KNOW IT, BUT HE'S GONNA BE OUR NEW PARTNER! WE CAN USE A KID AS STRONG AS HIM! C'MON!

AT THE CIRCUS, MIGHTY BOY REVELS IN HIS NEW-FOUND FAME.

WILL YA SIGN MY AUTOGRAPH BOOK, MIGHTY BOY?

SURE THING.

I'M GONIN' IN TO SEE MR. ATKINS AND THANK HIM FOR ALL HE'S DONE FOR ME.

AS MIGHTY BOY APPROACHES THE EXECUTIVE TENT...

WE'LL CLEAN UP WITH MIGHTY BOY! AND THE KID'S SO DUMB, HE STILL DOESN'T KNOW THE PROFESSOR'S MACHINE WAS A FAKE—OR THAT IT WAS OUR TRICKS THAT HELPED HIM BEAT SUPERBOY!

I HEARD WHAT YOU SAID AND I'M NOT A FAKE! I—I'LL SHOW YOU HOW STRONG I AM.

GO AHEAD, THEN! IF YOU'RE SO STRONG, TRY TO PICK UP THAT 500 LB. WEIGHT, TRY IT!

AS MIGHTY BOY STRAINS AT THE 1/4 TON WEIGHT, TRYING VAINLY TO LIFT IT INTO THE AIR, THERE COMES A SUDDEN INTERRUPTION...

I—I CAN'T DO IT! THEN, THEN WHAT YOU SAID ABOUT ME WAS TRUE!

HEY! WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING?

JUST SNATCHING YOUR MAIN ATTRACTION, MIGHTY BOY, THE STRONGEST BOY IN THE WORLD! WE'LL PLUG HIM UNLESS HE COMES ALONG QUIETLY. TA-TA!

THERE HE IS, MEN! SURROUND HIM!
Meanwhile, not far away, Superboy has been doing some super-sleuthing...

Hmm, the engineer threw the switch in reverse!

My X-ray vision shows me it was a gyroscope stabilizer that kept that clown from going down.

A jet rocket under this barge! That's how mighty Boy went so fast.

This electromagnet was what really lifted those 12 elephants, and that football must have been filled with helium.

Where's mighty Boy? I want to have a talk with both of you.

S-some G-gangsters just kidnapped him! They drove away with him in a car.

This nailhead marking in the tire tread is a distinctive one! I'll follow their trail.

With his telescopic vision, Superboy winnows out the trail of the gangsters' car among thousands of others...

Meanwhile, inside a glass factory, mighty boy finds himself on the spot...

Okay, strong boy, do your stuff! Lift that safe up and let's get out of here.

S-sure!

Oh, golly! I can't lift that safe! And if I don't, they'll kill me! I better try!

They turned off there!
With his life in the balance, Mighty Boy strains at the heavy vault...

I can't budge it!

Hey, boss! If you ask me, I think the kid's a fake! I say we oughtta plug him.

But mighty boy suddenly flies into the air, carrying the vault with him!

G-gosh! I musta got my strength back.

Hey, look! He's flyin' off with the safe!

Can it be possible? Is mighty boy actually strong enough to accomplish so fantastic a feat? The answer is...

No! For it is Superboy, who whirls so rapidly he is invisible as he lifts both mighty boy and the vault to safety.

Even mighty boy doesn't know I'm lifting him! He's due for a surprise!

Splat!

So! The kid's a fake, eh? I'll teach ya to butt in, bigmouth!

You sure were in trouble down there! That's what you get for lying about your strength.

Superboy! You saved my life! But I didn't know I wasn't the strongest boy in the world! Atkins tricked me.

That's all I want to know! Come on, mighty boy! You and I have a job to do on those crooks!

Yippee! You bet!
BACK INTO THE GLASS FACTORY FLIES SUPERBOY WITH HIS TEMPORARY ASSISTANT, AND...

KEEP THEM BUSY MIGHTY BOY, WHILE I PREPARE A NEW KIND OF CELL FOR THEM.

SURE THING! I MAY NOT BE THE STRONGEST BOY IN THE WORLD, BUT I'M STRONG ENOUGH TO HANDLE THESE CROoks.

WITH THE CROoks UNDER GLASS, SUPERBOY IS READY TO TAKE ON MIGHTY BOY'S PROBLEMS...

GOSH, SUPERBOY, YOU SURE GOT ME OUT OF THAT! BUT HOW'M I GOING TO GO BACK AND FACE MY DAD ON THE FARM?

DON'T WORRY ABOUT THAT! I THINK I'VE GOT A SCHEME THAT WILL PUT YOUR FARM ON A PAYING BASIS.

A FEw WEEKS LATER...

WE'RE MIGHTY GRATEFUL TO YOU, SUPERBOY, FOR CHANGING OUR FARM INTO A PHYSICAL CULTURE SCHOOL! REUBEN AND I ARE DOIN' FINE NOW!

THAT'S GREAT! AND I'LL BET ATKINS WISHES HE'D NEVER TRIED THAT "STRONGEST BOY IN THE WORLD" STUNT!

WE SURE COULD USE MCCULL-VITALIZER HERE! REMEMBER HOW IT HELPED MIGHTY BOY TO BREAK THAT MARBLE SLAB?

BAAH! THAT SLAB WAS FULL OF BROKEN VEINS! THAT'S WHY IT CRACKED SO EASILY! YOUR MACHINE WAS AS PHONEY AS WE ARE! Come on! Chop Rocks!

REUBEN'S PHYSICAL CULTURE FARM DEVELOPS YOUR STRENGTH BY EXERCISE

ELSEWHERE, ATKINS LEARNS THAT IT DOESN'T PAY TO SWINDLE THE PUBLIC...

THE END
Homer

It's a beautiful day for a hike in the hills!

Look, dear, we're at Echo Valley. Listen, while I shout!

Hello!

How thrilling --- let me try it, Homer!

Hello! Hello! Hello!

I can't get my wife away no how -- she insists on getting the last word in!

Shut up! Quiet! Oh! No!
Boys! Girls! PRIZES GIVEN

WRIST WATCH
A beautiful Wrist Watch, suitable for Boys, Girls, Men, or Women. Given for selling one order, plus $1.50 extra.

COMPLETE BASKETBALL SET
Full-size ball with steel goal and net. Sell one order of seeds plus $1.25 extra.

SHOW HOME MOVIES
30 ft. of Cowboy film. Sell one order plus $3.50 extra.

OVER NIGHT BAG
Full mirror in lid; strong lock & key. Sell one order plus $1.50 extra.

SOFT BALL SET

OFFICIAL SIZE SET

POCKET WATCH
Standard size, American-made, with leather Fob. Sell one.

Famous Texan Jr.
All Metal Cap Pistol with genuine leather Holster and Jeweled Belt. Sell one order of American Seeds.

DRESSER SET
Full size Comb, Brush and Mirror, beautifully decorated. Sell one order of seeds.

DICK TRACY CAMERA
Takes 16 pictures on each roll of film, carrying case included. Sell one order of seeds.

SWEETHEART DOLL
Pretty and pretty in her sweetheart gown. Sell one order of American Seeds.

PERFECT CARIBBEAN

FISHING TACKLE SET
Big 11 piece fishing outfit in metal case. Sell one order plus 75c extra.

TWO TELEPHONES
for person-to-person calls, between houses; or from floor to floor. Runs on 4 Flashlight batteries, included. Sell one order of seeds plus $2.00.

GET YOUR PRIZE THIS EASY WAY
Most prizes shown above and dozens of others in our Big Prize Book are given WITHOUT COST for selling only one 40-pack order of American Vegetable and Flower Seeds at 10c per large pack. Some of the bigger prizes require extra money, as stated.

Everybody wants American Seeds—they're fresh and ready to grow. You'll sell them quickly and get your prize at once, or, if you prefer, take one-third cash commission on all seeds sold. GET BUSY—send coupon today for Big Prize Book and seeds. SEND NO MONEY -- WE TRUST YOU.

AMERICAN SEED CO., INC., DEPT 841, LANCASTER, PA.

Please send the BIG PRIZE BOOK and 40 packs of Vegetable and Flower Seeds. I will resell them at 10c each, send you the money promptly, and get my prize.

Name ____________________________
B.F.D. Box ____________ or Street No. ____________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________

No goods sent outside U. S. A.
American Seed Co., Inc. Dept. 841, Lancaster, Pa.
LEARN RADIO
BY PRACTICING IN SPARE TIME

I SEND YOU BIG KITS OF PARTS
You Build and Experiment
With this MODERN RADIO
AND MANY OTHER CIRCUITS

As part of my Course I send you the speaker, tubes, chassis, transformer, loop antenna, etc., to build this modern, powerful Radio Receiver! In addition, I send you parts to build many other real Radio circuits, like the Signal Generator, Radio Tester and Superheterodyne Receiver pictured below. You use this material to get practical Radio experience and to make EXTRA money fixing neighbors' Radios in spare time. Mail coupon below for complete information!

Do you want a good-pay job in the fast-growing Radio Industry—or your own Radio Shop? Mail the Coupon for a Sample Lesson and my 64-page book, "How to Be a Success in RADIO—Television, Electronics," both FREE. See how I will train you at home—how you get practical Radio experience building, testing Radio circuits with BIG KITS OF PARTS I send!

Many Beginners Seen Make EXTRA Money in Spare Time While Learning

The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA MONEY manuals that show you how to make EXTRA money fixing neighbors' Radios in spare time while still learning! It's probably easier to get started now than ever before, because the Radio Repair Business is booming. Trained Radio Technicians also find "profitable opportunities in Police, Aviation, Marine Radio, Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, Public Address work. Think of even GREATER opportunities as public demand for Television, FM, Electronic devices continues to grow. Send for FREE books now!

Find Out What NRI Can Do For You

Mail the Coupon for Sample Lesson and my FREE 64-page book. Read the details about my Course; letters from men I trained, telling what they are doing and earning; see how quickly, easily you can get started. No obligation! Just MAIL COUPON NOW in envelope or paste on a penny postal.

Good for Both—FREE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 9CB9 National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.
Mail me FREE, Sample Lesson and 64-page book, (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

Name:_________________________ Age:__________
Address:_______________________
City:___________________________ Zone:____ State:____

J. E. SMITH, President, National Radio Institute

MY COURSE INCLUDES TELEVISION

VETERANS
You can get this training under G. I. Bill.
Mail Coupon.

J. E. SMITH
President
National Radio Institute
Blacksburg, Va.
ROPE 'EM BOTH, PARTNER!

DAISY AIR RIFLES
CATALOG
FEATURING THE DAISY 25
N. 1 - CURRENT
10c

DAISY
HANDBOOK
FEATURING
THE DAISY 25
N.
FUN AND FACT DIGEST

FOR ONE THIN DIME AND A 3¢ STAMP!

GREATEST GUN-AND-FUN BOOK DAISY EVER OFFERED!

Hurry—get and read these two great publications written especially for Daisy B-B Gun shooters and those who want to own a Daisy! The Catalog (bound inside Handbook) shows Daisy's latest B-B Guns in full, exciting colors! The thick, 128-page, pocket-size Handbook No. 2 features comic strips, jokes, magic, inventions, hobbies, cowboy and ranch lore, camping tips, B-B Gun Marksmanship Manual—many others. Rope this big gun-and-fun bargain now for only one thin dime (10¢) and an unused 3¢ stamp. Rush Coupon!

MAIL COUPON NOW!
DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1639 Union St., PLYMOUTH, MICH., U.S.A.

☐ I am roping my Daisy Catalog-Handbook No. 2 combination with the dime (10¢ coin) and unused 3¢ stamp enclosed. Rush POSTPAID!
☐ I enclose 20¢ in coin, 6¢ in stamps for 2 complete Catalog-Handbook No. 2 combinations!

Name:
St. & No.: __________________________
City: __________________________ State: __________________________

* Captain Marvel & Fists © By Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1948